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Alu-flat extrusion

0.31”

0.70”

0.66”

0.70”

2.06”

The Alu-flat can be attached to the mounting surface with
screws or adhesive. These instructions explain how to install the
extrusion using both mounting options (step 4 and step 5).

If required for installation cut down Alu-flat aluminum
extrusion to desired length with hacksaw or miter saw
that has an appropriate blade for cutting aluminum.
Always wear safety goggles when cutting.
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Drill location for mounting holes at appropriate
intervals and in the middle of the Alu-flat extrusion.
Follow steps A,B,C below.

Use the body of the extrusion and dimensions from step 1
to mark installing position on the mounting surface.
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TYP. 30” O.C .

construction
adhesive
Ensure flathead
screws are tightened
flush with or below
aluminum extrusion

Construction adhesive can also be
used to attach the extrusion to the
mounting surface (instead of screws).
Apply adhesive following instructions
of adhesive manufacturer for material
compatibility and drying time.

Ensure the
correct drill bit STEP A
is used to drill
in the aluminum
extrusion

Countersink
holes for
flathead
STEP B
screws

STEP C
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Once the extrusion is in place, install the
line LED strip by removing backing and
pressing on to extrusion. Then install end
caps, and finally snap on the lens.

wire
leads
solder
pads

Line LED strip

If required to fit the extrusion length, cut down the Line LED strip
in between two rows of solder pads. Always cut Line LED from
end without connector/wire leads. Ensure that Line LED strip fits
completely inside the extrusion and the solder pads do not touch
any metal parts as to avoid shorting of circuit.
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endcap

line LED
paper
backing
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installation with mounting brackets
mounting
brackets

feed wires from line LED
to the power supply
through the hole in the
end cap

lens

power to Line LED
of Alu-flat extrusion

class II
power
supply
wires to
power
supply

mounting
screws

If you ordered the endcaps that also have
mounting ears, you can use those to attach
fixture to the mounting surface, after it has
been completely assembled (follow previous
instruction steps for assembly).

line voltage wires

low voltage wires

Ensure power is off to power supply!
Then proceed to connect line LED wires from Alu-flat to power
supply. Connection can be established with lead wires or
quick-connect powerfeed. For more information please refer to
power supply and line LED wiring instructions.

